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Series Note

The Legal Research Series published by Carolina Academic Press includes titles from states around the country as well as a separate text on federal legal research. The goal of each book is to provide law students, practitioners, paralegals, college students, laypeople, and librarians with the essential elements of legal research in each jurisdiction. Unlike more bibliographic texts, the Legal Research Series books seek to explain concisely both the sources of legal research and the process for conducting legal research effectively.
Foreword

*Chief Justice Roger S. Burdick*

Idaho Supreme Court

Without a clearly worded, thoroughly and honestly researched theory, followed by a logical analysis of facts to the theory, practitioners and students will not be successful in advocating their client’s cause. *Idaho Legal Research* can help students acquire the skills they need to research legal theory and apply the law to their client’s problems; it can also help Idaho practitioners refresh and update their research skills.

This book will give you a framework with which to go forward in the preparation of zealously advocating for your client. It not only provides a general framework that can be found in a number of general research guides, but most importantly for those of us practicing in Idaho, it is specific to our needs. This tailoring of general to specific is especially helpful in the use of our constitutional history, our specific quirks of procedure and pleading, and our use of authority. This book contains material, advice, and techniques that every attorney should consult over the course of her career. *Idaho Legal Research* integrates all methods of research and details the sources of law that are important to Idaho attorneys.

With the second edition, *Idaho Legal Research* has been updated to stay current with the constantly evolving research tools available through online sources. Any attorneys undertaking a research project in an unfamiliar area of the law would be well served by consulting this book as the first step in effective and efficient research. *Idaho Legal Research* is a fine book for students, as well as practitioners, now and in the future. This is truly a book for Idaho lawyers.
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We are grateful to LexisNexis and Westlaw for permission to reproduce various book pages and screen shots from their products. Please note that further reproduction of any kind is prohibited.
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Kristina Running
July 2015